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Abstract
Purpose: To investigate the effects of intravitreal anti-vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF) for treatment of type-1 or aggressive posterior retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) on photoreceptor maturation in preterm infants using spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT). Methods: A study group of 36 patients with ROP treated with anti-VEGF
therapy was compared to a control group of 80 patients with ROP. All patients had undergone SD-OCT imaging at least once between 40 and 44
weeks post-menstrual age (PMA). Two imaging specialists evaluated the
images for ellipsoid zone (EZ) development, cystoid macular edema (CME),
sub-retinal fluid (SRF) at the fovea, and cone outer segment tips (COST).
The outer nuclear layer thickness and the distance from the EZ to the central fovea was measured. Results: EZ development was observed in 18
(50%) patients in the study group and 68 (85%) in the control group (p =
0.002). CME was observed in 17 (47.2%) patients in the study group and 17
(21.2%) in the control group. The distance between the EZ and central fovea was 868 ± 440 µm in the study group and 725 ± 380 µm in the control
group (p = 0.02). COST was not observed in any patient. Regression analysis indicated that anti-VEGF treatment and CME affect EZ development.
Conclusıons: Early photoreceptor maturation is correlated with preterm
birth week but not ROP stage. Anti-VEGF treatment delays photoreceptor
maturation in preterm infants.
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1. Introduction
Retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) is a type of proliferative vitreoretinopathy
(PVR) in preterm and low birth-weight infants characterized by abnormal proliferation of retinal blood vessels [1]. Although recent advances in assisted reproductive technology (ART) have increased the rate of preterm birth, developments in neonatology have increased the odds of preterm infant survival [2]. To
prevent development of permanent visual loss or blindness in infants with risk
factors, it is imperative to identify the ROP risk factors and perform routine
scanning to ensure early diagnosis and treatment. Despite identification of ROP
risk factors, implementation of precautionary procedures, and the availability of
treatment tor refraction-related visual deficiencies, the risk of lower visual acuity
remains higher in preterm infants than mature infants [3].
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is an imaging technology that provides
cross-sectional images of the retina, allowing independent evaluation of ocular
layers, including the retina pigment epithelium and photoreceptor cells, for diagnosis and monitoring of various diseases in adults. Most fixing and positioning problems that formerly made OCT use difficult in infants have been resolved
by the introduction of portable OCT [4]. Although studies using portable
spectral domain ocular coherence tomography (SD-OCT) have increased knowledge of fovea development in premature infants, it remains not fully understood. There is strong evidence that retinal layers play an important role in foveal
maturation in preterm infants in a manner that affects visual development in the
long term.
Studies using SD-OCT have examined foveal morphology, parafoveal retina,
and structural changes with maturation [5]-[11]. These studies have revealed
that even in clinically normal cases, disruptive changes in the fovea may occur.
Specifically, independent of ROP existence, preterm infants may experience
changes in macular structures not experienced by full-term infants, resulting in a
thinner retina nerve fiber layer, flatter foveal pit, smaller foveal avascular zone
diameter, and abnormal foveal photoreceptor layer [12] [13] [14].
Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), an important regulator in fetal
development, is released in response to the higher oxygen demand of the retinal
tissue, leading to the development of blood vessels from the optic nerve to the
periphery [15]. Knowledge of the key role of VEGF in ROP has encouraged researchers to explore the effect and safety of anti-VEGF drugs. Although many
studies have examined the efficacy of anti-VEGF treatment, they have not been
able to establish its safety. However, they have discovered that inhibition of
VEGF affects regulation of angiogenesis, the functions and structures of the developing retina, and neurodevelopment of the central nervous system [11] [14]
[16] [17]. Moreover, investigation of recently developed anti-VEGF drugs has
shown that they inhibit some proteins expressed in photoreceptors [17]. In this
study, we investigated the effect of anti-VEGF administration for treatment of
type-1 or aggressive posterior ROP on photoreceptor maturation in infants.
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2. Methods
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Antalya Training and
Research Hospital and performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent was obtained from the parents or guardians of all participating subjects prior to study participation. The medical records of 355 patients
who had undergone macular SD-OCT imaging for ROP between May 2013 and
October 2016 were investigated retrospectively for possible study inclusion.
The inclusion criteria were administration of intravitreal anti-VEGF treatment for ROP and macular SD-OCT imaging of both eyes at least once between
gestational Week 40 and 44. The exclusion criteria were diagnosis of any anterior segmental abnormalities other than ROP or posterior-segmental abnormalities, such as congenital glaucoma, congenital cataract, or choroidal coloboma;
morning glory syndrome; or oculocutaneous albinism.
Of the 355 patients examined, 116 met the inclusion criteria and none of the
exclusion criteria. The control group consisted of 80 randomly selected patients
who had undergone scanning for ROP and macular SD-OCT imaging at least
once between gestational Week 40 and 44.
In all ROP examinations, placement of a lid speculum was followed by careful
examination of the central and peripheral fundus with scleral indentation using
the RetCam digital imaging system (Clarity Medical Systems, Pleasanton, CA,
USA). OCT images of the central fovea were then obtained using the iStand, a
rolling floor stand option for the iVue SD-OCT system (Optovue, Fremont,
USA) for scanning with a cross-line pattern. iVue obtains images of tissue with a
5-μm axial resolution using an 800-nm light source, while cross-line scanning
produces one horizontal and one vertical 2 × 6 mm image with 2.048 A scans
and a 5-μm resolution. The patients were placed in the supine position with
hands and head held by a nurse. A pacifier dipped in 30% dextrose was used to
calm the infants without the use of anesthesia and lubricant eye drops (Systane,
Alcon Pharmaceuticals Ltd., Barcelona, Spain) provided cornea hydration as
necessary. At least three scans were performed within 10 min to obtain at least
three images of sufficient quality, in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations. Low-quality images were not reviewed.
After converting the SD-OCT images into digital images and communications
in a medical format, two imaging specialists evaluated them for the presence of
retinal layers, including ellipsoid zone (EZ) development; macular pathology,
including cystoid macular edema (CME); sub-retinal fluid (SRF) at the fovea;
and cone outer segment tips (COST). The outer nuclear layer thickness and the
distance from the EZ to the central fovea was measured (Figure 1). The SPSS 16
program was used for statistical analysis. Within groups, non-parametric tests
(the Pearson chi-square test, Mann-Whitney U test, and Kruskal-Wallis H test)
were performed to compare the distance between the EZ and the fovea centralis
and the extent of EZ development in the fovea. The Spearman’s correlation test
was used for correlation analysis. Values of p < 0.05 were considered significant.
DOI: 10.4236/ojoph.2020.101002
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Figure 1. Shows cystoid macular edema in the inner nuclear layer. Yellow arrow shows
how outer nuclear layer thickness is measured (from the outer plexiform layer to the retinal pigment epithelium) and the red arrow shows how the distance between the ellipsoid zone and the central fovea is measured (the closest point at which EZ formation can be
seen to the central fovea).

3. Results
Of the 116 patients (68 females and 48 males) in the study group, 36 had been
treated with anti-VEGF therapy for ROP. These 36 patients were examined further and their findings compared to those of the 80 patients (35 males and 45
females) in the control group (Table 1 and Table 2). The mean gestational age
of all patients was 30.1 ± 2.1 weeks, the mean birth weight 1236.7 ± 401 gm, and
the mean age during imaging was 41.4 ± 1.8 weeks post-menstrual age (PMA).
The mean gestational age was 29.6 ± 2.5 weeks in the study group and 30.3 ± 3.1
weeks in the control group. The mean age during imaging was 42.1 ± 1.8 weeks
PMA in the study group and 41.1 ± 1.8 weeks in the control group. The mean
birth weight was 1125.2 ± 314.5 gm in the study group and 1287.4 ± 464.7 gm in
the control group. In the study group 32 patients had been treated with intravitreal (IV) ranibizumab and 4 with IV bevacizumab (Table 1). In the control
group 12 patients had been treated for ROP with argon laser photocoagulation
(Table 2). In the study group, 14 (38.9%) patients exhibited stage 2 ROP and 22
(61.1%) stage 3 ROP. Plus disease was observed in all 36 patients in the study
group. In the control group, 40 (50%) patients exhibited no ROP, 18 (22.5%)
stage 1 ROP, 16 (20%) stage 2 ROP, and 6 (7.5%) stage 3 ROP (Table 3). In the
control group, 62 (77.5%) patients exhibited no plus disease, 12 (15%) pre-plus
disease, and 6 (7.5%) plus disease (Table 4).
Figures 1-3 show the extent and characteristics of EZ development. EZ development was observed in 18 (50%) patients in the study group and 68 (85%) in
the control group, a statistically significant difference (p = 0.002). CME was observed in 17 (47.2%) patients in the study group and 17 (21.2%) in the control
group, a statistically significant difference (p = 0.02). COST was not observed in
any patients (Table 5). Regression analysis indicated that anti-VEGF treatment
and CME affect EZ development.
DOI: 10.4236/ojoph.2020.101002
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics.
Characteristic

Study group
(n = 36)

Control group
(n = 80)

P value

Gestational age (weeks)

29.6 ± 2.5

30.3 ± 3.1

0.678

Mean gestational age during imaging (weeks)

42.1 ± 1.8

41.1 ± 1.8

0.470

Birth weight (gm)

1125.2 ± 314.5

1287 ± 464.7

0.124

Sex (n and % males)

18 (50%)

35 (43.7%)

0.236

Table 2. Treatment modalities.
Treatment

Study group (n = 36)

Control group (n = 80)

Intravitreal ranibizumab (n)

32

0

Intravitreal bevacizumab (n)

4

0

Laser photocoagulation (n)

0

12

Table 3. ROP Stage.
Maximum ROP stage

Study group (n = 36)

Control group (n = 80)

No ROP (n, %)

0

40 (50.0%)

Stage 1 (n, %)

0

18 (22.5%)

Stage 2 (n, %)

14 (38.9%)

16 (20.0%)

Stage 3 (n, %)

22 (61.1%)

6 (7.5%)

Table 4. Plus disease status.
Status

Study group (n = 36)

Control group (n = 80)

Plus disease negative (n, %)

0

62 (77.5%)

Preplus disease (n, %)

0

12 (15.0%)

Plus disease (n, %)

36 (100%)

6 (7.5%)

Figure 2. Comparison of the distance between the ellipsoid zone and the fovea in the
study and control groups.
DOI: 10.4236/ojoph.2020.101002
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SE

WALD

P value

ROP STAGE

0.736

2.540

0.111

ANTI VEGF TREATMENT

1.853

4.679

0.031

PRESENCE OF CME

0.765

5.597

0.018

BİRTH WEEK

0.189

0.038

0.844

BİRTH WEİGHT

0.01

0.044

0.833

Figure 3. Findings of regression analysis of the factors that affect ellipsoid zone formation.
Table 5. OCT parameters.
Parameter

Study group (n = 36)

Control group (n = 80)

P value

Ellipsoid zone development (n, %)

18 (50%)

68 (85%)

0.002

Cystoid macular edema (n, %)

17 (47.2%)

17 (21.2%)

0.02

Cone outer segment tips (n, %)

0

0

Outer nuclear layer thickness (µm)

47.7 ± 21

56.9 ± 12

0.04

4. Discussion
Histological studies of fetal eye development began in 1964 with observation of
the persistence of inner retina layers in the fovea centralis, abnormal foveal vascular formation in fetal eyes, and alterations in the width and length of the photoreceptors over time [18]. The foveal maturation process was defined as the
centrifugal migration of inner retinal layers and centripetal migration of cone
cells. Research into the anatomical development of the premature fovea identified formation of the parafoveal avascular zone during mid-gestation; similar
development during mid-gestation among ROP patients; and the influence of
various factors on the foveal maturation process, such as prematurity, vessel
formation, foveal tissue elasticity, intra-ocular pressure (OP), retinal stretching,
hypoxia, and VEGF, some of which play a synergic role [19] [20].
The development of inner and outer retinal layers at the fovea may progress
independently. This dynamic process of foveal maturation and specialization can
be studied in vivo in premature infants with SD-OCT imaging. Bach and Seefelder first described the development of the human fovea and described foveal
photoreceptor immaturity [21]. Regarding the latter, Moldano et al. showed that
compared to adults, immature infants exhibited persistence of the inner retina
layers, and while the inner layers exhibited centrifugal development, the outer
layers exhibited centripetal development [7]. Hendrickson et al. confirmed these
findings with histological studies and showed that the foveal outer nuclear layer
in postnatal infants progressively thickened as cone packing and elongation of
the inner segment (IS) and outer segment (OS) occurred [22].
The inner segment EZ is an array of longitudinal-oriented mitochondria that
appears as a hyper-reflective band on OCT. Initially, IS and OS are observed as
the hyper-reflective retina pigment epithelium (RPE) thickens at approximately
DOI: 10.4236/ojoph.2020.101002
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33 to 36 weeks post-menstrual age (PMA) [23] [24] [25]. Subsequently, the EZ is
separated from the similarly reflective RPE by elongation of the hyper-reflective
OS in the periphery at approximately 37 to 39 weeks PMA [24] [25] [26] [27]. In
a prospective study, Jayadev et al. first identified the IS/OS band on the RPE at
33 weeks PMA as a barely identifiable reflective band that subsequently reached
the center from the periphery during thickening at 43 - 48 weeks PMA and observed that the impact of the EZ on visual acuity was significant [28].
Previous research has demonstrated that development of photoreceptors plays
great importance in visual function and visual acuity and that delayed development may affect vision. In accordance, our investigation of EZ formation and
photoreceptor maturation in infants treated with anti-VEGF for ROP revealed a
significant delay in EZ development at 40 - 44 weeks PMA. Specifically, we observed EZ development in only 18 of 36 infants (50%) treated with anti-VEGF
(the study group) compared to 68 of 80 (85%) not treated with anti-VEGF (the
control group).
Our findings also confirmed Vajzovic et al.’s identification of a delay in photoreceptor maturation in preterm infants compared to full-term infants, and that
the delay was greater in infants with macular edema [14]. In the same study,
Vajzovic et al. also observed EZ formation at the foveal center in 47% (22/47) of
the term infants but only 14% (9/64) of the very preterm infants (p < 0.001)
whom they imaged. Moreover, they found among those infants without EZ development at the fovea a greater mean distance between the EZ and the foveal
center in very preterm compared to term infants (p = 0.01), further indicating a
delay in photoreceptor migration.
Saint-Geniez had previously shown that the endogenic presence of vascular
endothelial growth factor plays a crucial role in the development of normal
photoreceptors [29]. Research conducted on animals by Avci et al. showed that
VEGF inhibition increased apoptotic activity in photoreceptors [30]. Although
most studies of anti-VEGF treatment found no neurological adverse effects [31]
[32], Morin et al. recently indicated anti-VEGF treatment in preterm infants is
associated with poor neurodevelopmental outcomes [33]. Considering the neuroprotective effect of VEGF, it can be concluded that anti-VEGF treatment delays the maturation of the developing photoreceptor cell layer, a conclusion
supported by our finding that anti-VEGF treatment may delay photoreceptor
maturation.
Supporting Vajzovic et al.’s finding that only prematurity and CME delay EZ
formation [14], we showed that CME may delay photoreceptor maturation. In
contrast to their study, we observed that prematurity appears not to delay photoreceptor maturation. However, this difference may be attributed to the inclusion of term infants in their study but not our study.
Rothman et al. observed that studies using OCT have increased understanding
of normal eye development and identified several potential biomarkers of brain
abnormalities and poorer neurodevelopment [34]. Their observation indicates
DOI: 10.4236/ojoph.2020.101002
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that elucidation of morphology using SD-OCT could assist in identifying the
predictors of future visual acuity. More specifically, gaining better understanding of preterm retinal substructures and their association with brain anatomy
will elucidate the pathway by which local retinal anatomic changes impact and
predict subnormal vision and central nervous system (CNS) function. By identifying the age-appropriate stages of normal neonatal retinal development and
maturation, researchers can identify changes associated with not only ROP but
also prematurity. These include delayed photoreceptor development, CME, enlarged optic nerve cup-to-disc (C/D) ratio, and thin retinal nerve fiber layer
(RNFL).
Our study indicates that anti-VEGF treatment may delay photoreceptor maturation in premature infants. Further investigation is needed to determine the
effects of this delay on visual functioning. These anatomic abnormalities have
been linked to abnormalities in brain anatomy and neurodevelopment. As the
eye and brain continue to develop well after term birth, it is highly likely that
further research in full-term infants may find similar relationships between eye
microanatomy and neurodevelopment and CNS disease.
All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in
accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and/or national research committee and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards.
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